30.09.21

DP44WCA
Wondrebaue westl. Tirschenreuth DLFF-0801
Castle Falkenberg DL-02335
A the last actiAs
vvity was not too
promising in the
p
morning
hours,
m
tthis time tried
again the late
a
afternoon propaa
gation. All weekg
ends covered by
e
ccontest-activities
sso my trip into
Wondrebaue hapW
pened after work.
p
Arrived there at
A
around 1400 UTC
a
and the area apa
peared in beatuip
fful sunshine. The
way to the locaw
ttion where I was
also active last
a
ttime was accesssable after some
rrainfalls in the
past. The castle
p
Falkenberg is not
F
visible from there as there is a hill between however
is in qualifying distance. Started at 1422 UTC with
F5LWF as first station in the log. Soon found out that
the afternoon conditions were much better than a
few days before from DLFF-0803 in the morning. Also
the propagation in general improved extreme. This
time the top 3 countries were: 1. Germany (63) 2.
Italy (45) 3. Poland (39)
As conditions were so nice tried to extend the stay as
long as possible.
In total was 2 hours, 24 minutes in the air.
310 contacts with 36 countries made it into the log.
20 meters was still poor and only 22 contacts there,
remaining 288 on 40.
Mode-split this time 75 contacts in CW, 235 in phone.
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O
Only
the end was then a bit in hurry. Darkness behind the trees appeared so quickly
n
that I really had to do to
get everything in good
condition together. Also
the windows of the car
started to freeze a bit,
so time to leave.
My equipment for the
next trips was updated
with more light :-)
Thanks for calling in
and cuagn soon.
73,44,11 Manfred
DF6EX
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